
 
 

A Century of Cinema: let’s explore cinema by the decade starting with the 1920’s and ending with 

the 2010’s.  The 1920’s represents both the heyday and the twilight of the silent era. It also marks 

the birth of sound and the growing popularity of early talkies.  Here are my thirty picks - all 

available on DVD or through our streaming services (HOOPLA and Kanopy) – also recommended 

reading about Hollywood’s dark side: Tinseltown: Murder, Morphine, and Madness at the Dawn of 

Hollywood by William J. Mann.  

 

The Affairs of Anatol (1921) Cecil B. DeMille’s comedy-drama based on the 1893 play Anatol by 

Arthur Schnitzler stars the legendary Gloria Swanson and Wallace Reid; the story of socialite 

Anatol Spencer (Reid) who finds his relationship with his wife Vivian (Swanson) lackluster – and 

goes in search of excitement. 

 

Battling Butler (1926) KEATON wins the laugh championship of the world in this greatest of all 

screen comedies! A love story. A prize-fight story! A knockout - and how! You can't stop laughing! 

Buster Keaton directs and stars (alongside Sally O’Neil) in this romantic comedy about a love-

struck weakling who must pretend to be boxer in order to gain respect from the family of the girl he 

loves. 

 

Battleship Potemkin (1925) - Soviet film theorist and pioneering filmmaker, Sergei M. Eisenstein’s 

landmark piece - based on the historical events, it tells the story of a riot at the battleship Potemkin. 

Potemkin is undoubtedly on every cinema studies syllabus – look for the famous Odessa Steps 

sequence.   

 

Blood and Sand (1922) Based on the 1909 Spanish novel Sangre y Arena (Blood and Sand) by 

Vicente Blasco Ibáñez, it stars Rudolph Valentino (Hollywood's original Latin Lover) as a matador 

who falls into the clutches of a beautiful, insincere society woman. 

 

The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari (1920) Robert Wiene’s horror film is considered the quintessential 

work of German Expressionist cinema; it tells the story of an insane hypnotist who uses a 

somnambulist to commit murders. 

 

Chicago (1927)  Cecil B. DeMille’s silent work based on the 1926 hit Broadway play by Maurine 

Watkin – an entertaining mix of humor and melodrama as well as a pungent critique of trash 

journalism. Chicago is silent filmmaking at its peak, with an outstanding score for this edition by 

the Mont Alto Motion Picture Orchestra. It was long believed a lost film, but a perfect print 

survived in DeMille's private collection. 

 

Destiny (1921) Der müde Tod: ein deutsches volkslied in 6 versen - translation: Weary Death: A 

German Folk Story in Six Verses; Fritz Lang’s German Expressionist fantasy romance tells the story 



of a woman desperate to reunite with her dead lover and also follows three other tragic romances, 

set in a Middle Eastern city; in Venice, Italy; and in the Chinese Empire. 

 

Dr. Jekyll & Mr. Hyde (1920) Both are Barrymore! See him as Dr. Jekyll- beloved of woman- 

sought by society- serving the weak and poor. See him as the fiendish Hyde-reveling in London's 

underworld dives- strewing his wake with victims of his crimes and depravity. The finest acting 

achievement ever shown on the screen.   John Barrymore stars in this silent film - based on the 

Robert Louis Stevenson story of the same name – as a revered doctor whose research into the roots 

of evil turns him into a hideous monster. 

 

Faust (1926) Considered a canonical example of German Expressionist cinema and inspired by  

Goethe's classic tale, F. W. Murnau’s  Faust tells the story of an alchemist who, struggling with his 

faith amidst a devastating plague, is offered the power to cure and the gift of youth ... in exchange 

for his soul.  

 

The General (1926) - The tale of a lad, a lass and a locomotive. Buster Keaton wrote, directed and 

starred in one of the most revered comedies of the silent era: a hapless Southern railroad engineer, 

Johnny, faces off against Union soldiers during the American Civil War; when his fiancée, 

Annabelle, is accidentally taken away while on a train stolen by Northern forces, Gray pursues the 

soldiers, using various modes of transportation. 

 

The Gold Rush (1925) - Charlie Chaplin wrote, directed and starred in this silent classic; a lone 

prospector ventures into Alaska looking for gold – along the way, he gets mixed up with some burly 

characters, falls in love with the beautiful Georgia and attempts to win her heart with his singular 

charm. Chaplin regarded The Gold Rush as "The Picture I Want to Be Remembered by."  

 

The Great Gabbo (1929) Erich von Stroheim stars and directs one of Hollywood's earliest -- and 

most peculiar – musicals; von Stroheim plays The Great Gabbo - an insanely, egotistical 

ventriloquist who casts a Svengali-like spell upon an ingénue; includes an array of bizarre, garish 

stage shows and our villain is a diabolical delight. 

 

The Hunchback of Notre Dame (1923) Lon Chaney stars as Quasimodo in Victor Hugo's immortal 

classic: in 15th-century Paris, the brother of the archdeacon plots with the gypsy king to foment a 

peasant revolt. Meanwhile, a freakish hunchback falls in love with the gypsy queen, Esmeralda. 

Considered Universal Studios "Super Jewel" of 1923, it was their most successful silent film, 

grossing $3.5 million. Moreover, Chaney's performance and make-up elevated the character actor to 

full star status in Hollywood, and it also helped to set a standard for future horror films.  

 

The Jazz Singer (1927) Stars Al Jolson (known in the industry as "The World's Greatest 

Entertainer") as Jakie Rabinowitz, the son of a Jewish Cantor must defy the traditions of his 

religious father in order to pursue his dream of becoming a jazz singer.  While it’s certainly a 

remarkable film – and still holds its place as cinematic landmark for being the first feature-length 

Hollywood "talkie" film - It’s also become controversial due to Al Jolson's use of blackface in some 

of the musical sequences.  

 

The Kid (1921) The opening title reads: A comedy with a smile--and perhaps a tear. Charlie 

Chaplin's first full-length feature which he wrote, directed, produced and starred, as well as 

composed the score. This this silent masterpiece also stars Jackie Coogan and Edna Purviance; the 



story of a tramp who takes in an abandoned young boy, but then is left desolate when the orphanage 

reclaims the child.  

 

The Last Laugh (1924) F. W. Murnau’s German silent films stars Emil Jannings and Maly 

Delschaft; the story of an aging doorman is forced to face the scorn of his friends, neighbors and 

society after being fired from his prestigious job at a luxurious hotel. 

 

Little Lord Fauntleroy (1921) Based on Frances Hodgson Burnett’s novel of the same name, it 

stars silent screen legend, Mary Pickford, as Cedric Errol a curly-haired young boy living in New 

York City with his widowed mother when he gets the news that his English grandfather, the Earl of 

Dorincourt, has made him the heir of his estate after his last surviving son died in a riding mishap. 

Henceforth, Cedric will be known as Lord Fauntleroy. The boy travels to England with his mother 

to claim his title and meet his relatives – and encounters a few obstacles along the way.  

 

The Lodger: A Story of the London Fog (1927) Alfred Hitchcock considered this his first true 

suspense film; based on Marie Belloc Lowndes’s book The Lodger: a landlady suspects her new 

lodger is the madman killing women in London. This is the first movie directed by Hitchcock in 

which he makes one of his trademark cameo appearances. Here, it's as "Extra in Newspaper Office." 

 

Man with a Movie Camera (1929) Soviet filmmaker and cinema theorist, Dziga Vertov's 

pioneering documentary and first full-length film - a man travels around a city with a camera slung 

over his shoulder, documenting urban life; Vertov - utilizes a groundbreaking style of rapid editing 

and unique cinematic effects  is considered one of the most innovative and influential films of the 

silent era. 

 

Metropolis (1927) One of the most influential silent films - Fritz Lang’s futuristic masterpiece set in 

the year 2026 (that’s not too far away!) presents a highly stylized futuristic city where a beautiful 

and cultured utopia exists above a bleak underworld populated by mistreated workers.  Metropolis 

wasn’t necessarily the first science fiction genre film; but through exquisite visuals and unique 

storytelling (for the time), it would set the benchmark for the genre for decades to come. 

 

Nosferatu, a Symphony of Horror (1922) F. W. Murnau’s quintessential silent vampire film (and 

unauthorized adaptation of Bram Stoker's Dracula); Murnau certainly took liberties: rather than 

depicting Dracula as a shape-shifting monster or debonair gentleman, Count Orlok is a nightmarish, 

spidery creature with a bulbous head and taloned claws. Rotten Tomatoes writes "One of the silent 

era's most influential masterpieces, Nosferatu's eerie, gothic feel—and a chilling performance from 

Max Schreck as the vampire—set the template for the horror films that followed.” 

 

Orphans of the Storm (1921) D.W. Griffith’s epic story - based on the 1874 French play Les Deux 

Orphelines by Adolphe d'Ennery and Eugène Cormon – is loaded with dangerous situations and 

damsels in distress; it stars the beautiful and talented Gish sisters (Lillian and Dorothy) as two 

delicate souls (Henriette and Louise Girard), caught in the tempest of the French Revolution (“the 

storm’’).  Although a commercial failure at the time, it should not be dismissed.  

 

Pandora’s Box (1929) German director, G. W. Pabst’s lurid, controversial melodrama stars the 

legendary Louise Brooks and follows the downward spiral of the fiery, brash, yet innocent showgirl 

Lulu, whose sexual vivacity has a devastating effect on everyone she comes in contact with. The 

Kansas native and onetime Ziegfeld girl, Brooks not only epitomized the flapper age with her 



bobbed hairstyle, but was truly one of the most fascinating and alluring personalities ever to grace 

the silver screen. 

 

Parisian Love (1925) A PICTURE that reflects the vivid gaiety of the world's most romantic city! 

This charming tale set in the posh restaurants and seedy slums of Paris, stars Clara Bow (the 

original “It Girl") as a clever girl of the streets vows romantic revenge upon the wealthy man who 

shot her lover.  Parisian Love was lost for decades until a copy of the film turned up in the 1990’s.  

 

The Passion of Joan of Arc (1928) (La passion de Jeanne d'Arc) Carl Theodor Dreyer’s French 

silent historical film based on the actual record of the trial of Joan of Arc stars Maria Falconetti as 

the ill-fated Saint Joan; In 1431, Jeanne d'Arc is placed on trial on charges of heresy. The 

ecclesiastical jurists attempt to force Jeanne to recant her claims of holy visions – when that fails, 

the outcome is pretty grim. It’s widely regarded as a landmark of cinema, especially for its 

production, Dreyer's direction and Falconetti's performance. 

 

The Phantom of the Opera (1925) - Lon Chaney stars as a mad, disfigured composer who seeks 

love with a lovely young opera singer. A forerunner of the American horror film and one of the 

most lavish productions of the silent cinema, Phantom has inspired countless remakes and 

imitations.  Chaney’s performance is both mesmerizing and haunting.  

 

Safety Last! (1923) See the Prince of Skylarkers in His Latest Hurricane of Humor Filled With 

Frills, Spills, Chills and Surprising sensations.  Harold Lloyd stars and directs this romantic 

comedy about a boy who moves to New York City to make enough money to support his loving 

girlfriend (Mildred Davis, Lloyd’s future wife), but soon discovers that making it in the big city is 

harder than it looks; includes one of the most famous images from the silent film era: Lloyd 

clutching the hands of a large clock as he dangles from the outside of a skyscraper above moving 

traffic.  

 

The Sheik (1921) Exotic melodrama stars Rudolph Valentino and Agnes Ayres: the charming Sheik 

Ahmed (Valentino) desperately desires the feisty British socialite Lady Diana Mayo (Ayres), so he 

abducts her and carries her off to his luxurious desert tent-palace.  At first, Diana recoils from his 

passionate embraces and yearns to be released – but then after being kidnapped by desert bandits, 

she realizes how much she has grown to love Ahmed, who comes to her rescue. 

 

Sherlock Jr. (1924) The tagline reads: every inch of footage holds such a laugh! Buster Keaton 

wrote, directed and starred in this comedy about a film projectionist who longs to be a detective, 

and puts his meagre skills to work when he is framed by a rival for stealing his girlfriend's father's 

pocket watch. 

 

Wings (1927) The Sensational Romance of the War Fliers! William Wellman’s romantic action film 

set in World War I stars Clara Bow, Richard Arlen and Charles "Buddy" Rogers; story of two 

airmen pals and an ambulance nurse they both love; with stunningly realistic flying sequences, 

which were all filmed without faking or processing shots. [Trivia: Wings was the very first winner 

of the category of Best Picture, then called "Best Production," at the 1st Annual Academy Awards 

held at the Roosevelt Hotel in Hollywood, CA on May 16, 1929. The ceremony lasted all of five 

minutes and was broadcast on local Los Angeles radio station KHJ at 9:30 am].  


